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the presence of these implications; and
the at-issueness contrast.
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(given assumption Question intent);
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(moreover, the standard recipe is inadequate even for (1a).)

Instead let us adopt Attentional Pragmatics (Westera, 2017).
Attentional intent: a set of things to which the speaker intends to draw
the audience’s attention.
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The starting point for the standard recipe.
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e.g., “the earlier consideration of its positive counterpart”.
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Goal pruning: given a main Qud Q, there is always a side-Qud Q0
containing the negations of p ∈ Q.

I

It follows that there is a side-Qud in (1a) containing the exclusivity,
but not in (1b) – and this explains the contrast!

In a more intuitive nutshell:
I

when introducing a new Qud there are no prior goals to prune.
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For (1b):
I
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I

it lacks such an informational intent (as assumed in Question
;
intent)
this immediately accounts for the difference in at-issueness;
but we still need to explain the sufficiency implication of (1b)...
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When introducing a new Qud, the speaker tries to ensure that it
can be compliantly addressed by the next speaker.

From these combined it follows that:
I

the Qud of a question must be taken to contain a true proposition.

This accounts for the sufficiency implication.
I

Intuitively: the speaker could have added “or neither”, but didn’t.
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(1b) implies “not neither” because the Qud lacks “neither”;
at-issueness contrast due to presence/absence of main informational intent;

Required assumptions:
I
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I

Attentional Pragmatics;
Question newness, Question intent;
Closure modulo Achievability, Maximize expected compliance,
Goal pruning (Asymmetry thesis).
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